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Second International Early Engines
Conference 2020 - Early Bird Discount

If you are interested in attending the IEEC2 at the Black 
Country Living Museum tickets cost £135 for the full event, 
with Day Tickets costing £40/£45 and £30. There is a 10% Early 
Bird discount available for all bookings paid for before end 
November 2019 - so if you are going act quickly and get your 
discount! (More details on page 26)

Alveley Mine 50th Commemoration
Severn Valley Country Park is holding a family friendly event on 
Sunday 6th October to mark 50 years since the closure of the 
Alveley Colliery. “Pit at the Park” will run from 10am  to 4pm.

There will be rides on a ‘Landy’ Train (with options to purchase 
railway tickets to Highley Station and the Engine House), taking 
people from the visitor centre to the country park halt, replicating 
the journey that coal used to take from the pit-head to the railway 
line. Other activities will include pit pony rides for children, 
mining displays, talks by the Granville Miners and a chance to 
listen to Highly Colliery Band. If you are feeling energetic there 
will be coal shovelling competitions!

A Gift of Plate
A neighbour of Nick Southwick recently gave him some material 
relating to her father, John Tankard who had, at one time, been 
the Mines Inspector covering the Clay mines in Dorset. Amongst 
the items was an ECC Ball Clay Mines Rescue Team award in the 
form of a plate made by a famous Dorset potter.

Nick felt the item should be donated to the Purbeck Mineral and 
Mining Museum, 
so in June several 
Club members 
accompanied 
him to Dorset to 
present the plate 
to the mining 
museum.

See page 18 for 
more about the 
plate and the 
mining museum.

Pontesford Painting Donation
Iris Brown has kindly donated a painting of the 
Pontesford 1784 engine house to the Club. In 1993 when 
he couldn’t get a decent picture of the engine house Ivor 
Brown asked Malcolm Newton if he could produce this 
picture, but move the tree slightly to one side to improve 
the view of the engine house.

It is planned to auction the painting at the Club Dinner 
on 5th October. If you are interested in bidding for 
the painting but can’t attend the dinner then you can 
submit your bid in advance to the Secretary, stating your 
starting bid and maximum bid (I don’t think we’ll be 
able to run to internet or phone bidding on the night!).

The Club Chairman and/or Secretary will act as an 
impartial party for those submitting their bids this way.
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SCMC Underground Trip Reports, May, 2019
Steve Holding

Friday 17th: Cwmystwyth. Alan & Vicky Robinson 
visited and carried out some ‘spring cleaning’ at the 
bottom of the skipway in Level Fawr in preparation for 
the NAMHO Conference (they used a net to remove 
floating debris) and climbed the ‘Compressor Pipe’ route 
to higher workings.

Above: The bottom of the skipway after clean-up.
(Vicky Robinson)

Sunday 19th: Fron Goch - Alan & Vicky Robinson 
climbed to the 14 Fathom Level and later visited the 
flooded stopes. Beyond the muddy crawl on the 14 
Fathom Level there is Williams shaft that was looked 
at more carefully. A better rope was installed on the 
traverse across the second flooded stope. Alan and Vicky 
also swam the final flooded stopes.    

Sierra Minera Cartagena/La Union

Above: Williams Shaft looking up from the 14 Fathom 
Level and on the surface (note no fencing!).

(Vicky Robinson)

There were no other club trips during May but Andy Wood notes mine sites where he had underground trips in the 
Sierra Minera Cartagena/La Union area, Spain:

* Tunel Jose Maestre, Portman (Andy gave a interesting talk about his 
explorations in the tunnel after the August Club meeting).

* Tunel del Principe, El Descargador
* Mina Maria Dolores, Los Parajitos

Views of Tunel Jose Maestre
Left: Portal. Above: 
Abandoned truck by portal. 
Right: Loading hopper under 
San Valentin quarry.
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The trip reports are a bit more sparse and possibly 
inaccurate or incomplete due to my absence from trip 
participation during most of May and June – please 
advise me of any additions or corrections so that we have 
a more complete/correct summary for future inclusion in 
‘Below’.

June 21st: Nottingham Caves (report in next issue).

Thursday 4th to Monday 8th: NAMHO Conference. 
Around 20 SCMC members were present at the 
conference but only about half this number would 
probably identify SCMC as their first club.

Many club members were involved in leading or 
participating in a wide range of trips during the 

SCMC Underground Trip Reports, July, 2019
Steve Holding

conference. Sites visited by NAMHO delegates included: 
Frongoch, Bwlch Glas, Henfwlch, Alltycrib: Deep Adit, 
Wilkinsons Level, Myddletons Level, Cwmysytwth: 
Lefel Fawr, Aldersons & Herberts Levels, Taylors Adit, 
Crossroads Adit, Rosa Level/Pugh’s Mine, Kings/Queens 
Adits, Pantmawr Mine, Rhiwrugos, Ystrad Einion, 
Pontrhydygroes - Level Fawr, Camdwrbach, New Level, 
Cefndwyn.

Thursday 25th: Snailbeach. Julian Bromhead and 
Steve Holding descended to the first intermediate level to 
check fixed ropes etc. The first fixed rope was replaced 
during the trip. By arrangement, Harry McGhie, a caver 
working in Shropshire for a couple of months was also 
able to descend to the first intermediate level.

Successful NAMHO Conference 2019
Congratulations to Roy Fellows, Cambrian Mines Trust 
and everyone involved in the successful and enjoyable 
2019 NAMHO Conference. Over 100 delegates 
descended on the village of Llanfan in mid-Wales for 
a long weekend (4th-8th July) of underground trips, 
lectures, good food, drink and socialising with friends 
old and new.

As the driving force behind the conference and a director 
of Cave Access Ltd. (CAL) Roy arranged a number of 
interesting underground trips into mines controlled by 
CAL - many of them lead by Club members (see above).

The conference was based in the village hall at Llanafan 
near Aberystwyth, where the interesting range of lectures 
and the main dinner events took place. Moorebooks 
and Starless River also had their stands there. Camping 
was at the village sports ground, although some Club 
members and trip leaders camped at the Woodlands 
campsite near Devil’s Bridge. The Church Hall was 
used by South and Mid Wales Cave Rescue Team for 
cave rescue displays, plus I.A.Recordings and other 
organisations with their displays.

The extended nature of the event (Thursday to Monday) 
seemed to prove popular, particularly with delegates who 
had to travel some distance, allowing them to go on trips 
and attend lectures.

Above: NAMHO Chair Peter Jackson welcoming 
delegates to the conference on Friday evening.

Above: Rob 
Vernon giving his 
talk on the Gwydyr 
Forest Metal 
Mines.

Right: Tents on 
the sports ground.

Right: Rob 
Waterhouse 
testing out the bar 
in the village hall.

Drying rack at Woodlands campsite. A new Club anchor?
(Vicky Robinson)
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Investigation of Short Adit, Maddox Coppice
27th April 2019

Following reports from Emma Coyle of an increasing ‘slump’ or depression below the upper forestry track in 
Maddox Coppice a group of Club members decided to investigate.
The depression is close to one of the main mountain bike tracks through the 
woods, but has not been caused by cyclists crossing it. It has probably been 
caused by the dry weather, followed by sudden heavy rain washing the spoil 
and leaf litter into the adit.

The entrance was enlarged slightly (Figure 1) - thanks to Andy Coyle for 
carrying the implements. This allowed the adit to be investigated (Figure 2). 

Internally the adit contained some water on the floor and was only 5.25m 
long to a blind end. There was a small collapse of material on the North-
western side of the level - probably near the edge of the forestry track above.

The exposed part of the entrance was 0.55m wide. Inside the width of the 
level was found to be about 1.3m and approximately 1.8m high (variable).

Due to the water on the floor, and it being a cold windy day (!), the level 
was not entered. No bats were observed inside and the photographs and 
measurements were taken from just inside the entrance.

When we finished the entrance was covered over and left in it’s original 
state.

Members present: Emma & Andy Coyle, Nick Southwick, Peter Eggleston, 
Ian Cooper, Kelvin Lake.

Figure 1, left: The exposed adit 
entrance with mattock for scale.

Figure 3, below: View along the 
level to the blind end, (5.25m inbye) 
from just inside the entrance.

Figure 2, below left: Peter 
Eggleston investigating the adit.

Pictures: Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings
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Investigation of a Second Short Adit, Maddox Coppice
27th April 2019

After investigating the short level below the Forestry 
track Emma Coyle lead us to another level above the 
track and about 240m  North-east of the first one. This 
had a large wire ‘gate’ held by wooden posts which had 
collapsed on one side (Figure 4).

The entrance was fairly clear and only required stooping 
to walk down the soil ramp into the level.

This adit was larger, with a split about 8m inbye. The 
North-eastern branch went to an ‘L’ with a narrower 
blind end running 3.3m South. The other ‘branch’ at 
the split was just the start of a heading and less than 2m 
deep. The level was dry, driven in the country rock, no 
collapses and appeared to be home to a number of Lesser 
Horseshoe bats (see plan on next page).

Figure 4: Emma Coyle in the adit entrance.

Figure 5, left: View from near the 
entrance to Andy Coyle about 8m 
inbye at the ‘split’.

Figure 7, left: View outbye from near 
the end of the ramp of soil and leaf 
litter that has run into the level.

Figure 6, above: View inbye along 
the Northern branch - the ‘L’ junction 
(off to the right) is not visible until you 
get right to the end.

There was also a nice fungus near the roof on one wall (see picture right).

When we left we re-erected the wooden post to make the entrance ‘secure’.

Pictures: Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings
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Investigation of a Second Short Adit, Maddox Coppice
27th April 2019, continued ...
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In 1806, John Lee set out on a trip to Ireland and kept a 
diary of all he saw on his travels; this has recently been 
published (The Scientific, Antiquarian and Picturesque 
Tour / John (Fiott) Lee in Ireland, England and Wales, 
1806-1807. The Hakluyt Society, Series 3, Vol 34, Ed. 
Angelas Byrne, 2018. ISBN 978-1-138-49200-4) and 
extracts are available on Google Books. 

Included in these are an account of a trip on a wherry, 
(a passenger boat, hauled by five men) from Bewdley to 
Bridgnorth. At this point the banks of the river were full 
of industry and John made observations of everything 
he saw. These included the chemical works of Samuel 
Skey in Bewdley, the Stanley Colliery at Highley and 
Lower Forge at Eardington, where the club have recently 
explored tunnels.

“ [We came to] Yerton ford (Eardington forge) where 
are some iron works and where there is a long 
passage cut through a Hill for boats to pass to 
another ford (forge) about 3 Quarters of a mile off 
where there are other works and a different part of 
the process is carried on. The passage through the 
rock is extremely narrow and we were told there 
is 6 foot water in it. Above the water there hardly 
appears room for a person to stand upright. The 
iron is brought from the other ford (forge) here 
where it is put into great fires and rolled and cut 
into bars and thin lengths and then sent down the 
Severn. Through the rock is a bason, the water of 
which comes along the canal here and then falls in 
some proportion and turns the great overshot wheel 
which sets the whole works a going. Excavations 
are made in the rock from which sand used in the 
works is got and they make storehouses etc of the 
hollow parts. It is a curious looking place and 
we heard the noise of iron Bars falling at a great 

Eardington Canal and Forge in 1806
David Poyner

distance and which noise upon near approaching 
arose from their throwing these down from the 
Key (quay) on the shore for the boats. They were 
building a boat of 60 Tons there. The advantage of 
this canal is that it gives a ready communication 
between the 2 works, which belong to the same 
man and they are easily connected with the 
Severn. Looking up the hollow canal, the light is 
just visible at the farther end. The Great wheel 
was cased with sheet iron. There is a great deal 
of otter hunting in the basons and brooks near the 
rive and otters abound.” (Page 57).

 
This account confirms that Lower Forge was the site 
of a rolling mill, using blooms of iron refined at Upper 
Forge and brought via the canal. Due to the depth of 
silt in the canal, it was difficult for us to estimate its 
depth, but the statement that it had 6 feet of water in it, 
even allowing for some exaggeration, would suggest an 
overall height of eight to nine feet. The “bason” would 
seem to be the side branch from the canal that passed 
through another cave and fed the water wheel, although 
John may also have observed other water-filled basins at 
a lower level. 
The boats moored along the river bank for loading 
and unloading. The sandstone rock was clearly being 
quarried and mined for sand; the account confirms that 
the caves next to the canal were used as storerooms 
after this had been done and perhaps this also was the 
origins of the rock houses at the north of the site.

The diary also includes pencil notes, made by John prior 
to writing the diary itself. He records how the iron bars 
were thrown into the boats “off the Key at the rocks”. 
Also he writes of how the canal brought “iron and coal 
and Lake black”, the last two words of this note are hard 
to read. Did he mean that the water in the basins was 

black?

At this date, the forge used coke not 
charcoal; consistent with the presence of 
four puddling furnaces at Upper Forge, as 
advertised in the London Gazette, 4-7-1807. 
John’s account of Lower Forge fits well will 
the description of the works in the same 
advert:

“ The lower Forge and Rolling Mill, 
situate upon the Banks of the River 
Severn, with the Wheels, Machinery, 
Furnaces, and Working Fixtures 
complete; a large House and Offices, with 
Gardens and Shrubberies; eight Houses 
for Workmen, Shops, Outbuildings, Yards, 
and Wharf, thereto belonging; also the 
Pools and Watercourses, and about 
Twenty-six Acres of Land adjoining, or 
lying contiguous to the Works” 

1882 OS Map Extract 
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Cothercott - Thresholds Tramway
After a late start for various reasons walks began 
mid-June with a select number looking at the possible 
tramway route on the 11th June to Cothercott Mill from 
an intended but never dug mine at Thresholds. A level 
way runs alongside and below the main road heading 
south, parts are very clear. This route does not seem to 
extend past New Leasowes where, on the opposite (east) 
side of the road an earthwork goes up the hill towards 
Thresholds, this could possibly be seen as work towards 
an inclined plane from the unbuilt mine to take ore to 
the mill, it could have crossed the road on the level. This 
earthwork does not appear on any map until after WW2.

Local opinion has it that the route alongside the road is 
the remains of the former path of the road but make no 
comment on the putative incline. From various sources 
including LiDAR the road certainly looks to have been 
modified at a number of places in the past but why they 
would have cut a new route just above the old when the 
old was not in boggy land is not clear. Against the idea of 
a tramway the ‘incline’ looks rather heavily engineered 
for this mine and the route would have brought the ore 
in at the bottom of the mill process which would have 
required further handling, though that route would have 
been easier to construct than the one on the flank of the 
hill. The jury is still very much out with a winter visit to 
and above the ‘incline’ called for.

Black Ditch Trial
The second walk (25th June) with several more equally 
select participants took the club for its first ever visit to a 
presumed trial shaft just to the east of Black Ditch above 
Bog (SO 36190 97769) on a wet and misty evening. A 
symbol on the 1:25,000 Shelve Inlier geological map is 
the only such reference noted (though no edition of the 
6” geological map has been seen).

The Council’s Historic Environment Records (HER) 
section noted the features as a result of field worki. 
The site is well vegetated but spoil tips are visible as is 
the probable site of the shaft and other featuresii. The 
(presumed) trial not appearing on pre-war maps suggests 
the possibility that this is one of a series of trials by 
Laporte when seeking to provide for Malehurst Mill 
when it was feared that Huglith was almost worked 
out. Its proximity to The Knolls and other similar trials 
strengthens this theory.

A visit to the Geological Survey to inspect the 6” maps 
and the surveyor’s field notes may shed further light. 
The shaft sits on ‘Bog Vein’ (Pb/Ba) to the east of Bog 
Mine, though no evidence has merged to connect it with 
Bog Mine. The vein terminates a few metres further east 
where it meets the Stiperstones Quartzite, the visible 
spoil being from the Mytton Flags.

The group continued in pouring rain to between Hoskins 
Shaft and Pennerley Mine to a site which appears from 
the large scale OS to contain two shafts, though not 

Tuesday Walks 2019
Mike Shaw

Above: Part of the alignment, looking south, which the 
author suggests may have been the route of an intended 
if never completed tramway to the unbuilt Thresholds 
Mine, February 5th 2019.         (Mike Shaw)

Above: Club members investigating Black Ditch Trials 
at SO 36190 97769. Possible trial shaft indicated by the 
arrow. Julian Bromhead (left) standing on a spoil tip.

(Kelvin Lake-I.A.Recordings)

Below: View from the spoil tip (in picture above). 
Possible trial shaft sites indicated by the arrows.
A number of other features were just visible under the 
vegetation.
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annotated as such. Again this is noted by the HER, beyond the map 
information the only reference is to ‘Pearce A, 1994, Comment, 
1994 (VERBAL COMMUNICATION). SSA9853’iii , unfortunately 
the HER at that date did not note what was said, though it was 
probably reference to the map evidence.

The site is immediately behind the hedge and consists now of a 
slightly raised area with bits of inconclusive spoil visible. It sits 
right over Boat Level and could be similar to Hoskins Shaft. Why 
two shafts appear to be shown is anyone’s guess. The symbols for 
the shafts are on the now lost 6” map formerly in the Miner’s Arms 
though the annotator of that map does not refer to them.

Far Gatten, 2nd July

Tuesday Walks 2019, Mike Shaw
Black Ditch & Pennerley (Continued) and Far Gatten

Above: Part of the Priest Weston mapiv that 
once hung on the wall of the Miners’ Arms, 
the possible shafts are clearly marked on the 
original map. (Red arrow and note added to 
indicate possible shaft. KL)

By early July the weather had improved 
and the group enjoyed a pleasant county 
stroll around Far Gatten. The quarry 
at SO 38369883 was visited though 
neither the adit (9) or shaft (8) shown 
on plan 13 in Account 22 (see right) 
could be found, but some appropriate 
spoil was. The account does not give 
a source for these features which do 
not appear on the OS maps. They are 
presumably from estate records though 
‘Barytes’ and a very short vein are 
noted on the Miner’s Arms map. Also 
annotated on that map is a longer vein 
with a branch at the site of the open 
workings (7) and another barytes vein 
and a probable vein each of which tie 
up with what seem to be later workings. 

The open working (7) on the flank of 
the hill was visited, oddly two lengths 
of light flat bottomed rail remain 
there, it seems too small a working 
to justify a tramway, may have been 
optimism or the rails may have been 

Part of Plan 13 from SCMC 
Account 22 - Far Gatton

References & Notes
i Field survey report: Hannaford Hugh R. The Stiperstones Hills 

Archaeological Survey, 2004-2006, HER 09295.
ii  GRs and HER reference numbers 
 SO3620 9777- HER 09001 shaft, 
 SO3618 9778 - HER 09003, spoil & gully, 
 SO3619 9777 - HER 09011, spoil and 
 SO3619 9778 - HER 08992, gully.
iii  SO 3542 9850 – HER 06870.
iv  This map, an annotated copy of the 1903 Shropshire 48SW 6” to one mile 

map, was loose in its frame on window cill in the Old Miners Arms Priest 
Weston, marked up with details of mines, veins etc, given to the pub by the 
nephew from Scotland of a man who was a mining engineer here, names 
unknown. Could it possibly be the map which accompanied T.C.F. Halls 
published description of the area’s mining ‘Report on Shropshire mining 
district’ produced in 1919 for Shropshire Mines Ltd? It disappeared from 
the pub at a change of ownership a few years ago. While copies no doubt 
exists Mr Hall’s report is difficult to find since the British Geological 
Survey library de-acquisitioned theirs fairly recently. I believe that 
the areas of this map illustrated are from a photograph taken by Mike 
Worsfold.
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for something else altogether, perhaps an ad hoc bridge 
of the workings? The ridge was followed to reach shaft 
6 and adit 5 both were completely blocked but areas of 
spoil were noted.

On the return, adit 10 was looked for but all that was 
found was an area fenced off with a gate probably to 
protect young trees. The openwork (7) appears on the 
1902 and larger OS maps, 5, 6 and 10 are only on the 
1976 OS and later maps and all but the items at the 
quarry show up well on the LiDAR. Number 7 ties up 
with known mining at Gatten by the landowner from 
1887 the rest may be trials by Laportes related to their 
mining at Gatten (Brownhill). The BGS called the mine 
Farther Gatten but did publish a photograph of the vein 
there (see right).

Tuesday Walks 2019, Mike Shaw
Far Gatten Continued ...

Left: An extract from the Priest 
Weston mapiv that at one time hung 
on the wall of the Miners’ Arms, 
the area by the quarry is labelled 
‘Barytes’ (possibly in a different 
hand).

The branch on the vein by the label 
“Trial Level” marks the site of the 
open working (7 on the Account 
22 plan). No workings east of this 
location are shown.

Below: Exposure of the Baryte vein  
around an adit entrance at “Farther 
Gatten’’. 
(Bulletin of the Geological Survey of Great 

Britain No.14, Plate IV B, 1958)

Above: Quarry area of Far Gatten, possible site of adit 9.
Below: Andy Wood examines the rails in open 
workings (7) on top of the hill.

Above: Club members Steve Holding, Peter Eggleston 
and Andy Wood examine the Far Gatten open workings 
(7) on top of the hill (near Snape).

Right: Tramway rail 
(with cm scale stick) 
in the collapsed 
open working (7) on 
top of the hill.
[scale stick cm 
squares]

Pictures:
Kelvin Lake - 

I.A.Recordings
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Pontesford Colliery

Tuesday Walks 2019, Mike Shaw
Far Gatten (Continued) and Pontesford Colliery

Above left: Peter Eggleston on a spoil heap (from 
nearby shaft 6), with Richard Silk walking down the valley 
to the adit (5) at Far Gatten.

Above: Steve Holding sitting by the run-in adit entrance 
(5). Richard Silk (right) standing on a spoil tip.

Left: Andy Wood, Steve Holding, Mike Shaw, Richard 
Silk, Peter Eggleston looking into the depression of ‘filled’ 
shaft 6.

(Numbers refer to the features on Plan 13 from Club account 22 
- see fragment on page 9, this issue.) 

On July 9th a small group picked their way around the 
corn plants to get to the Pontesford Colliery’s 1784 
engine house. The recent stabilisation work was noted 
and that, despite a small amount of weed growth, all 
looks well with the house and shaft.

A visit was then made to Mr Jones and his sister to look 
at the outside of their share of ‘The Cottage’ engine 
house in Back Lane, Pontesford.

Above: The 1784 Pontesford Colliery engine house.

Left: Bob 
wall and the 
site of the 
shaft at “The 
Cottage”.

This was followed by an unplanned visit to the ruins of the 1859 
engine house site of the colliery’s Pontesford New Enginev. Not much 
sense can be made of the ruins without some clearance and digging but 
the shaft was noted with a concrete slab cast on top.

Although little is known about the engine house something is known 
about the engine from a series of sketches from the colliery engineer’s 
notebook, below are several pages from this (SA 2194/4) all relating at 
least in part to ‘engine house 4’, Pontesford New Engine.

Figure P4 (see page 12) repaid re-examination as I had previously 
failed to make out various words including the one which proves to 
be ‘gibbet’ in two places (on the right of the page) and considered 
the section of no value being undated and untitled. Gibbet is a shaft 
to the WNW of the 1784 engine house and is about 300 yds (c275m 
on 1:25,000 OS) south of engine house 4. The fall of the seams 
basically ties up. If the distances to the E and W indicate the extent 
of underground workings in those directions this adds previously 
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Tuesday Walks 2019, Mike Shaw
Pontesford Continued ...

Figure P3: Page 
giving purchase 
details of the 
engine.
Bought of 
Joseph Howden, 
Union Foundry, 
Wakefield, Feb. 
23rd. 1859 by 
Messrs Eddy & 
Son.

Pages from the Engineer’s Notebook:

Figure P4: 
Section through 
the mine from 
Gibbet Pit to New 
Engine Shaft.

Figure P5: 
Sketch of the 
headframe.
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unknown facts. As maximum dimensions perhaps 
from Gibbet pit they are not unconvincing, it was 
noted in the 1860s that no plans of the mine had been 
kept, and we now have ‘picture’ of the engine house! 
(see P4 on page 12 opposite)

The section is presumably a survey rather that 
a proposal given the number of underground 
dimensions included. Seventy two yards to the 
Half-yard coal at New Engine Shaft (from another 
source) is not too far from the 52 at Gibbet, this 
allows 2.4in per yard fall, difficult to be precise 
given the variation in the thickness of the seams. 
The dimensions do not however add up, 16.67 yds in 
200 is a lot more than 5in per yard (if that is what is 
stated). 

The other pages all relate to  ‘Pontesford new engine’ 
the middle note on Figure P6 confirms that it was a 
beam engine. 

References & Notes
v  This area of the mine was also known as Deepfield 

Mine.

Figure P6: The centre of this page gives the main 
dimensions of the engine. “Beam from centre ... 
outside 9ft. 6in. height of stroke 7ft.”

Left: Mike Shaw and 
Ian Cooper puzzling 
over the remains of 
Pontesford engine 
house No.4.

The brick slot is 
probably a flywheel 
pit.

Tuesday Walks 2019, Mike Shaw
Pontesford Continued ...

Bog Mine Shafts, July 16th
The following week two of us met to see how 
much could be established of the locations at which 
Wardell Armstrong’s contractors carried out work to 
the shafts at the main mine site at Bog in 1983. The 
results of this exercise will form a paper in a future 
edition of Below!
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Bulthy Mine
On 23rd July a small party of 5 Club 
members met to approach Bulthy 
Mine from the north which involved 
a steep climb sometimes through 
over-head height bracken and 
sometime over loose ground (and it 
was the hottest evening of the year 
so far!).

The possible adits from account 22 
on this north slope were not looked 
for - rather they were invisible in 
the dense vegetation. However, the 
views from the ridge were worth the 
climb.

The clearest features are on the 
south facing slope though in some 
cases heavily overgrown including 
several adits noted in Account 22 
though shafts 8 and 10 and adits 9 
and 11 were located, spoil was noted 
probably from adit 4. Shafts 2 and 3 
on what is now a quad bike circuit 
were not looked for. 

The group retired to the Halfway 
House Inn which was found to be 
living on borrowed time, finishing 
off the beer before final closure.

Tuesday Walks 2019, Mike Shaw
Bulthy Mine

Above: Map 3 from Account 22: Bulthy; West Middletown and Dingle mines. 
The latter two mines (to the west) were not looked for.

Plan of Bulthy Mine

Left: Ian Cooper, 
Mike Shaw and Julian 
Bromhead examining a 
small blocked shaft at 
Bulthy mine (labelled 
as No.8 on the plan 
from Account 22).

Below: View into the small partially 
blocked adit (No.9 on the plan from 
Account 22).

Left: View 
down shaft 
No.10 to a 
connection 
with the Main 
Adit (No.11) 

Right: View 
along the Main 
Adit (11) to the 
base of shaft 
10.
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The season’s final walk 
on 30th July saw four 
participants arrive at the 
New Inn Hook-a-gate 
through torrential rain, 
which then stopped. A 
pleasant if wet underfoot 
walk began by noticing 
a cast iron milestone in 
Hook a Gate and on to the 
overgrown engine house 
ruin at Welbatch.

Tuesday Walks 2019, Mike Shaw
Welbatch & Moat Hall Collieries

Right: The three miles 
stone outside Three Mile 
House, Hook-a-gate.

Welbatch & Moat Hall Collieries 
Ten years ago (16th June 2009) a similar walk found 
2m high hog-weed at Welbatch, so to find it covered in 
assorted nettles, brambles, ivy and small trees this time 
was an improvement! As little was to be seen, a winter 
visit similar to the one we made in March 2010, was 
suggested to allow a more detailed study of the engine 
house to be made.

We continued on past Whitley Grange to a left turn 
though a field of grain where the considerate/realist 
farmer had left straight gaps along the line of the 
footpath to reach Moat Hall Colliery. The site of Moat 
Hall Colliery’s  shafts 7 and 6  was very overgrown 
though there were several brick foundations and bolts 
to be found. Ground levels have been much altered over 
the years and shafts and tramway alignments were far 
from clear (much more was visible in 2009). The walk 
back to the Longdon road was in part along the one-time 
tramway to the road loading point at Annscroft.

Debriefing took place at the New Inn, Hookagate over a 
couple of very nice beers. 

It was widely felt that walks to some of these sites 
during the Australian Summer would be of value though 
with the Aussies taking our evening light for their own 
Summer use these will probably be on Saturdays, early 
in 2020.

Left: Moat Hall No. 7 shaft area 
about 1924.

The brick building was the former 
engine house (the bolts in the picture 
above are thought to be part of it). 
By the date of the photograph the 
corrugated iron building (on the left)
housed the winding engine (electric?) 
working the shaft.

(Howard Davies Collection)

Above: Welbatch engine house on the June 2009 walk.
(Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings)

Below: Welbatch rather less overgrown in March 2010.
(Mike Shaw)

Above: Richard Silk examining a set of long bolts on the 
site of the Moat Hall No.7 engine house (see below). 

(Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings)
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News Round-Up 1
Snailbeach

Snailbeach Radon Fence
On Thursday 25th July several Mines Trust and Club 
members assembled to fit a fence in the Baryte stope 
(just behind the pillar where the truck is parked).

The Mines Inspector had requested that something more 
obvious be erected to prevent members of the public 
continuing up the blind level from the Baryte stope due 
to the high Radon levels. 

An old Harris fence panel was ‘adapted’ to block off the 
level and hung with a suitable sign. It is still possible 
for Club and Trust members to access the level, but it 
involves going up and over the baryte pillar (and the use 
of a ladder).

Top right: Peter Eggleston and Steve Holding ‘adapting’ 
the fence panel to fit the shape of the level.

Right: The finished fence as seen from the Barye stope.
(Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings)

Old Shaft Tree Branch
After high winds and overnight storm, on the morning of 
Tuesday 30th July it was discovered that a large branch 
from a nearby ash tree had broken off and fallen on the 
fenced area of the George’s or Old Shaft at Snailbeach 
(see pictures, right).

Luckily it wasn’t quite long enough to do any damage 
to the headframe and cage. Although landing on the 
fence surrounding the shaft, that too was undamaged. 
The branch was cleared away a week later by Council 
contractors.

Examination of the tree revealed that it was fairly rotten. 
Perhaps it and 
other large trees 
in the area should 
be examined for 
rot in case they 
too are in danger 
of dropping 
branches. At 
least this time 
there weren’t 
any people 
around when it 
happened. 

Far right: 
The state of 
the branch on 
Tuesday morning.
Right: The rotten 
part of the tree. 

(Julian Bromhead)
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The Coal Authority has recently treated a shaft just to 
the south of the hamlet of Dhustone on the Clee Hill (SO 
584 760). It is probably Moor End Pit, so named because 
it stood close to the edge of open moor land on the 
hill. A coal pit is marked here on the 1846 Tithe Map for 
Bitterley and in 1850 it featured in a report by Samuel 
Dobson on the state of the Clee Hill works in Knowbury 
and Bitterley (SCMC Annual Journal No 3, 1995, “Clee 
Hill Colliery, near Ludlow”, Nigel Chapman, page 62).

It was part of the Gutter Coal Works (the name relates 
to the seam, the Gutter Coal, the lowest of the seams on 
the Clee Hill). The main workings of this complex had 
previously been south of the Ludlow road, but efforts 
were now directed to the follow the coal to the north. 
Apparently work was halted at the pit due to water that 
had been encountered when sinking. However, Dobson 
thought that the drainage was now improved and the 
pit would access around 20 acres of coal. He thought a 
tramway of 800 yards would be needed to take the coal 
to the main road to Ludlow. The pit is about 550 yards 
from the main road, but there is nothing else within 
any plausible distance of the road. The pit is shown 
as abandoned on the 1881/2 1:2500 OS map (Fig. 1); 
a single shaft is marked, with a small square to the 
south-east possibly a second shaft. To the north-west a 
roughly rectangular enclosure is probably a reservoir. 
The collapse corresponds to the “old coal shaft” on the 
map; the Coal Authority works suggest it was about 8 
feet in diameter. There is a substantial mound to the east 
of the shaft. There is no suggestion of a tramway; almost 
certainly the coal was simply taken away by horse and 
cart as the pit is next to road. 

By the time of the 1901 OS map, a further shaft had 
been sunk and abandoned, next to the settlement of 
Dhustone itself (SO 588764, Fig. 2). This is probably 
“Park Pit”, named after the adjacent plantation, and 
scene of attempted sabotage in 1882. The story is told 
in Eddowe’s Shropshire Journal, December 13th 1882, 
under the heading “dastardly deed”:

“William Whatmore, a youth of eighteen, was charged 
with wilfully damaging an engine at the Parks Colliery, 
Clee Hill, on the 2nd of December, the property of 
Messrs. Edwards and Hall. …. William Edwards… 
said that on the afternoon of the 2nd of this month he 
“banked” the fire, and filled the boiler with water he was 
accustomed to do prior to leaving the works on every 
Saturday. He visited the works on the Sunday morning 
to make up the fire, and found that the engine had been 
tampered with. The reversing gear had been put right 
for motion and the regulator opened, which would have 
caused the engine to work at full speed, if the governor 
valves had not been closed. The water was quite empty, 
and other damage had been done.”

The mine had probably only just been sunk when the 
above incident happened. William Edwards was a 
member of a local family of coal masters who operated 
numerous pits on the hill in the late 19th and early 
20th centuries. Whilst the pit was ideally situated for 
supplying coal to the inhabitants of Dhustone, the hamlet 
built for workers at the quarry, and the quarry itself, it 
probably had a short life as there is little in the way of 
spoil. It did however have the distinction of being the 
last pit of the Gutter complex.

Mines of Dhustone, Clee Hill
David Poyner

Figure 1: Probable Moor End Colliery on the 1881/2 
1:2500 OS map.         (Reproduced with the permission of the

National Library of Scotland, CC-BY-NC-SA)

Figure 2: Dhustone and the probable Park Pit as marked on the 1902 1:2500 OS map.
(Reproduced with the permission of the National Library of Scotland, CC-BY-NC-SA)

https://maps.nls.uk/index.html
https://maps.nls.uk/index.html
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A Gift of Plate &  Purbeck Mineral and Mining Museum
June 2019

On the 12th June Club member Nick Southwick (right) 
presented John Tankard’s ECC Ball Clay Dorset, Mines 
Rescue Team plate to Chris Morgan (Museums Manager, 
Swanage Railway Trust) at the Purbeck Mineral and 
Mining Museum, Norden Corfe Castle, Dorset.

John Tankard was a former H.M.Mines Inspector for the 
area and it was felt that the museum would be the best 
home for the plate.

The plate was made by the famous local potter Guy 
Sydenham (1916 - 2005) of Poole Pottery, Quay Pottery 
and Green Island pottery (his potteries had a number of 
different names).

There are several marks on the back of the plate (see 
picture above). They are, left to right:

• Green Island (GS inside the shape of the island)
• Long Island Mark (Mallards feet - made by a shaped 

copper nail head)
• Corfe Castle Parish mark
• Quay Pottery (pun on the word ‘key’).

An interesting feature is that the ‘light’ in the central 
miners helmet is a real diamond.

Purbeck Mineral & Mining Museum
Following the presentation we had time to explore the 
museum created by the Swanage Railway Trust.

Situated alongside Norden Station of the Swanage 
Railway, entry is free (although you do have to pay if 
you park in the adjoining Council operated car park, 
which only offers “all day parking” at £3.50).

The museum and its displays are based around the 
heapstead/pithead building moved from the nearby 
Norden Clay mine (which was the other side of the 
railway and main road) to house the mining display 
at the Purbeck Mineral and Mining Museum. A 
narrow gauge (24”) railway has been recreated and 
runs underneath the heapstead and clay hoppers. The 
long ramp to the heapstead is used as the exit from 
the museum and actually incorporates ‘underground’ 

Below: Former Norden Clay mine heapstead now 
housing the museum and displays.
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workings for visitors to ‘explore’. It is very well done 
and quite effective.

Entrance to the museum is from the top of the heapstead 
through an area that they are developing as a mixed 
narrow gauge - 24” and 1 ft 10” (559 mm) marshalling 
area on an embankment above a reconstructed section of 
the Furzebrook tramway (2ft 8”) and locomotive shed.

Inside the heapstead are a number of local mining 
artefacts, black and white films of underground clay 
working, plus the electric haulage incline engine and 
clay tippler from Norden mine (the signal bell on the 
incline actually works, as Peter Eggleston discovered!).

If you are in the area the museum is well worth visiting. 
You can even combine it with a ride on the steam railway 
to Swanage! Stop off at the railway museum at Corfe 
Castle station - it is worth it.

A Gift of Plate &  Purbeck Mineral and Mining Museum
June 2019, continued ...

Above: Top of the haulage incline inside the Heapstead - 
Pithead building moved from nearby Norden Clay mine to 
house the mining display.
Below: View down the narrow gauge (1ft 10”) 
haulage incline, with a Manchester Gate part 
of the way down.

Above: A 1 ft 10” (559 mm) gauge underground clay 
mine tub, part of the outside display.

Below: Loco shed and part of the reconstructed section 
of the Furzebrook tramway (2ft 8”).

Below: Clay tub tippler at the top of the haulage incline 
inside the Heapstead building.

Right: 
Recreated 
haulage level 
with narrow 
gauge (1ft 
10”) tramway 
leading from 
mock-ups 
of mine 
workings to 
the haulage 
incline.
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Sirius Minerals Pulls Bond Sale

News Round-Up 2

Mr Fraser has experience in launching high-yield debt 
for mining companies, having helped Australian iron ore 
miner Fortescue raise $2bn in 2006. 

On the 14th August Stockton North MP Alex 
Cunningham called for a Government funding guarantee 
on the mine and Teesside plant. Sirius says it has enough 
cash to keep tunnelling the mine at its current speed until 
September and that the mine and Teesside processing 
plant is still “on time and on budget”.

Sirius’ legion of smaller shareholders, however, are 
remaining positive. Many of whom are thought to come 
from Teesside, who claim they are “in it for the long 
term” and there has “never been a better time to buy” 
Sirius shares. Around half of Sirius Minerals shares 
are held between some 85,000 retail investors, with an 
estimated 10,000 living close to the Whitby mine itself.

The danger is that large investors won’t wait and will 
pull out, scuppering the project, in much the same 
way that forced Wolf Minerals to close it’s Drakelands 
tungsten mine in Devon in 2018.
 
The mine, known as Woodsmith, would be the largest 
mine to be built in the UK for a generation and 
could employ about 1,000 people after construction. 
Production at the Woodsmith mine is expected in 2021, 
with output forecast to reach 13m tonnes in 2026. 
Sirius will move the ore to a port on Teesside via 40km 
underground tunnel.

Financial Times 6th August 2019 and
other local Teeside News reports, August 2019

On the 6th August Sirius Minerals pulled their proposed 
$500m (£410m) bond sale, throwing the plans to build a 
huge fertiliser mine on the North York Moors into doubt.

The decision to pull the sale was due to turbulent global 
markets, but it sent shares in the London-listed company 
plunging by almost 30 %. Sirius needs the sale to unlock 
further financing from JPMorgan Chase,

Sirius, the brainchild of its chief executive Chris 
Fraser, and whose shares have been a favourite of retail 
investors, needs the money to finish the ambitious 
project that involves sinking two 1.5km shafts to access 
a huge deposit of polyhalite. The mineral can be used as 
fertiliser but is not yet commercially proven.

Mr Fraser, a former Citigroup banker in Australia, 
insisted that the company would be able to sell the bond 
in September after the current bout of US-China tensions 
ease.

If the company is not able to successfully return to the 
bond market by the end of September, secure alternative 
funding or sell the business, Sirius would face a possible 
risk of administration, according to documents that 
accompanied the proposed sale.

As well as unlock financing from JPMorgan, the bond 
sale will release the proceeds of $400m of convertible 
notes and a $50m equity investment from Australian 
billionaire Gina Rinehart’s Hancock Prospecting.

Investors in the riskiest type of corporate debt are 
typically focused on cash flows, of which Sirius at 
present has none, and are not used to taking on risks 
around project construction.

Cave Fatality - Curtain Pot
HART team, the Maritime and Coastguard Agency were 
on standby for an air ambulance evacuation.

County Pot Incident
To make things even more difficult for CRO while the 
rescue of Eski was underway another caver fell down 
a 6m pitch, injuring her ankle, in County Pot while 
de-rigging. Additional CRO members and others from 
neighbouring cave rescue teams were diverted to this 
call-out. They re-joined those assembled at Curtain Pot 
once this incident was successfully resolved.

Based on information in Descent 269.
This issue has 8 extra pages with 

an exciting feature on climbing in 
Lechuguilla Cave, New Mexico. 

Plus an analysis of 25 years of cave 
rescues, exploring mines in Cornwall 

and safety in using equipment.
Order your copy online at:

www.wildplaces.co.uk/descent-269

On the 1st June Harry ‘Eski’ Hesketh died when he fell 
6m down a pitch in Curtain Pot on Fountains Fell. He 
was part of a team of three who had been pushing this 
new and deep cave.

Aged 74 Eski was fit and able, a member of the Northern 
Pennine Club since the 1960s, he was a regular digger 
and had been involved in numerous cave discoveries. 
However, although being attended by a CRO team doctor 
and prepared for the carry out, due to the time involved 
and the nature of his injuries he died before this could 
happen. His funeral on the 12th June was well attended.

This rescue was particularly difficult due to the tight 
nature of the passages (that needed to be enlarged before 
an immobile casualty could be moved through them), 
also, as a new cave, the lack of a survey hampered the 
rescue team.

Over 94 volunteers from a wide range of rescue teams, 
caving clubs and other organisations were involved in 
the rescue. In addition Yorkshire Ambulance Service and 

https://www.wildplaces.co.uk/descent-269
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News Round-Up 3
BCA News

New BCA logo
Following the recent BCA AGM the organisation 
has adopted a new logo (see right) it replaces the old 
abseiling stickman logo that has been used for a number 
of years. The logo is the result of a competition run by 
Jane Allen on UKcaving.com in 2018.

The winning design is by Jason McMahon of the 
Queen’s University, Belfast Caving Club. Cavers 
amongst you will recognise the logo as being a silhouette 
view of a caver looking out over Alum Pot from 
Dollytubs, Yorkshire Dales.

Also at AGM it was proposed to make changes to the 
BCA constitution. The BCA are now required to put the 
changes to a ballot of all members (this affects all Club 
members who have BCA insurance).

In this ballot, all Group Members (including clubs and 
constituent bodies) will have one vote in the ‘House 
of Groups’ and all Individual Members (including 
CIMs and DIMs) will have one vote in the ‘House of 
Individuals’. Both ‘Houses’ must achieve 70% support 
for the motion to pass.

The full proposal, including the exact details of the 
proposed constitutional amendments can be found on the 
BCA website and in the 2019 AGM Agenda (appendix 
9, page 28 onwards).

The ballot will commence mid-October (exact date 
TBC). This timing has been chosen partly based on 
availability of key BCA volunteers, but also to coincide 
with when student clubs and expeditions are mostly back 
in the UK, to try to maximise participation. The closing 
date will be midnight on the 30th November 2019. The 
result should be announced no later than the 11th January 
BCA Council meeting.

If the BCA has your email address you will receive your 
ballot by email which will contain a unique ‘voting 
token’ to use with their simple and intuitive online 
system. This may go to your junk/spam folder so please 
remember to check there.

If you are not sure if the BCA has your email address, 
you can check by requesting a login for BCA Online. 
If the BCA does not have your email address you will 
receive your ballot by post. You can still use the ‘token’ 
provided to vote via the online system, however, postal 
returns will also be accepted.

If you wish to provide the BCA with your email address 
then please email: membership@british-caving.org.uk

You can also sign-up to receive the BCA Newsletter 
or download it from the website (follow the News & 
Events, Newsletters link from the top menu):

british-caving.org.uk

BCA Expedition & Holiday Insurance
Obtaining travel insurance to cover you for ‘activity’ 
sports, particularly underground exploration is quite 
tricky and can often come with a lot of conditions and 
‘get-out’ clauses. The BCA has been working hard to 
solve this problem and have announced the launch 
of the BCA Member Caving Cover. Aimed at cavers 
on expeditions and holiday trips the key points of the 
insurance are:
•  An underwritten policy for UK resident cavers 

caving abroad
•  Realistic search and rescue cover and age limits
•  ALL expedition members can be insured on one 

policy (giving reassurance for expedition leaders)
•  To cover rescue expenses, even in an area with no 

local rescue back up
•  Three options: All expedition members, individual 

annual or single trip.

Find more details and get a quote online at:
www.bcacavingcover.co.uk

Or phone P. J. Hayman & Co. Ltd. 02392 419 896

More details:
•  The scheme is similar to the BMC scheme - an 

adventure policy focused on caving. 
•  A number (14) of different sections have differing 

claims limits - These include all the normal cover 
such as cancellation, lost passport etc., but most 
importantly focus on caving and rescue.

•  Worldwide cover except Iran and areas where FCO 
advise no go.

•  Three options: Expedition insurance covering all 
members (to be encouraged) probable discount for 
20 or more members, single expedition insurance for 
individuals, annual insurance for individuals who 
take part in a number of activities in a year.

•  Includes mountaineering, skiing, biking etc.
•  Expedition cover to be flexible until just before 

departure to allow for changing member details.
•  Commercially viable compared to alternatives, 

especially for exploration with no local rescue team.
•  Available for exploratory and non-exploratory 

foreign trips.
•  Over 65’s more expensive to cover due to world-

wide accident statistics. Cover available up to 74 
years of age, beyond that by application.

https://british-caving.org.uk/
https://british-caving.org.uk/
https://www.bcacavingcover.co.uk/
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The Strange Story of the Incident at Chapel Shaft, November 1976
Follow-up Letters

In the last issue of Below! David Adams recalled a story about an incident in Chapel Shaft (see 2019.2, pages 10-
11). Two long standing Club members involved have provided some more information:

It was interesting to read Dave Adams’ account of the 
visit to Snailbeach one night in November 1976. I was 
the ‘first man up’, but would concur with Stuart Walker 
that the sequence of events was a bit different from 
Dave’s recollections (he, after all, had the comfort of the 
pub.  The mine was a wet, draughty and cold place).

SRT was in its infancy in 1976 and the standard way of 
dealing with a big pitch then was to abseil down, and to 
climb back up on a ladder, using a brake block on the 
single rope for protection.  This avoided the difficulty of 
trying to get the rope back down, and didn’t require so 
much communication, which is well-nigh impossible on 
such a big pitch.

For abseiling the rope was hung from the inbye side 
of the bridge, to give a better hang, but the ladder was 
hung from the outbye side, to give an easier climb 
against the wall.  Feeding Bob Hall down Chapel Shaft 
and giving him a very tight line back up all proceeded 
straightforwardly.  We were aware that there might be a 
body, but none was found.

The idea was that the rope would be re-rigged once we 
were all down, so it was to be re-belayed close to the top 
of the ladder.  This instruction was lost, so that once I got 
to the car, I could see that the ladder went to one end of 
the bridge, but the safety rope headed off in a different 
direction, to the other end. 

Oh sh*t! If I fell off, the best that could happen was 
that I was left in space, out of reach of the ladder...  As I 
got nearer the top, the safety line became an increasing 
inconvenience, because it did not go where I was 
going and was pulling against me. There was no-one 
at the pitch head to assist and it was all rather stressful. 
Obviously, I survived.  It was so stressful that I have no 
memory of the events that Stuart narrates!

Bob, Stuart and I did go back a few weeks later, to use 
some ‘chemical persuasion’ on the remainder of the 
blockage to try to open up a safe route down.

SRT has passed me by and I really don’t like hanging 
a long way above the ground (or water!), so I don’t 
envisage ever getting to explore the deeper levels of 
Snailbeach.  I note that the club’s account in sadly now 
out of print.

We also did some digging in the Cliffdale adit, passing 
a couple of falls, but it was clearly going to be a major 
dig + engineering to get through all the way, and it was 
rather wet.

John Heathcote

I was the person on the ladder when the car chassis 
decided to detach itself from the accumulated rubbish 
in the stope.  As I recall Bob Hall, Mike James, John 
Heathcote, Dave Newill, and myself were the party that 
descended the stope to the forty yard level. Bob was the 
only one to descend Chapel Shaft.  I seem to remember 
that we had an inkling that we might be looking for 
a body, which apart from the rather wet climb down 
Chapel Shaft, was another reason we were happy to let 
Bob find out if there was one down there.

John Heathcote was the first to climb out up the stope.  
We had to self line as there was no way the life line 
could be lowered back down, and not enough rope to 
double line.  John got up OK but the life line had become 
twisted around the ladder.  I came up next and as I got 
up to the rubbish slope below the bridge, (now no longer 
there), I remember John shouting down that I needed to 
go around the ladder before I got to the top because the 
rope was twisted around the ladder.  As I started to go 
around the ladder I presumably nudged the car chassis 
which descended the stope with a few sparks and an 
impressive amount of racket.  The thing did hit the ladder 
a few times as I felt it jerk, and when Bob came up next 
he found a couple of broken rungs.  Apparently the guys 
below me in the level half expected me to come tumbling 
past them!  So quite an exciting night.  I can’t say I saw 
my life flash before my eyes.  I did think the ladder 
might break so I scrambled onto the rubbish slope.  For 
some reason I forgot about the life line.  Anyway I still 
had to go around the ladder once the commotion stopped 
so that I could get off the ladder at the top.

The ladder was left behind because after the car had 
fallen down the stope the state of the ladder was 
unknown, and I was not going to go back down to have 
a look!  Bob was not wanting to carry any extra weight 
as he checked it out.  It wasn’t possible to communicate 
much down 260ft of stope.  Dave came out next, and 
Mike last.  Mike coiled up the ladder as he climbed up 
the stope.  So the ladder left was that used by Bob to go 
down Chapel Shaft, presumably 112-40yd, i.e. something 
over 216ft.  

Bob reported that when he reached the water in Chapel 
Shaft he could see the 112yd level only half full.  After 
that we did try digging out the 112yd drainage adit as we 
then knew the water was not backed up appreciably.  We 
reckoned we would not get drowned if we dug through 
the falls.  Before that it was assumed that water in the 
mine was backed up well above the level.  However 
there were too many falls in the drainage adit and we 
gave up after digging through, I think, three of them.  
The falls were fairly well draining, so the water level 
was not much higher the other side of the fall.

Stuart Walker
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Letters - Salt MIne Cathedral

I’ve recently been on holiday and 
managed to visit an underground 
salt mine in Colombia, that has now 
been converted into a cathedral 
(Zipaquirá).

The salt appears to have been worked 
as a series of big chambers - think 
of a slate mine but horizontal.  The 
cathedral bit appears to have been a 
purpose build, after a previous one 
collapsed.

There are also 14 stations of the 
cross on the way inbye to the 
cathedral, many constructed in 
old chambers. The style is very 
‘conceptual’ and austere.

John Heathcote

Background
The Salt Cathedral of Zipaquirá is at
Zipaquirá, in Cundinamarca 
Department, Colombia, 49km north 
of Bogotá, at an altitude of 2,652 
metres.

The ‘Cathedral’ a functioning Roman 
Catholic church receives as many as 
3,000 visitors on Sundays, but it has 
no bishop therefore is not officially a 
cathedral.

The first church was built in the 
1930s inside a salt mine 200 metres 
underground in a halite mountain - 
based initially on an underground 
miners chapel. It was subsequently 
enlarged several times to become 
the current tourist destination and 
place of pilgrimage. The temple 
at the bottom has three sections, 
representing the birth, life, and death 
of Jesus. The icons, ornaments and 
architectural details are hand carved 
in the halite rock. Some marble 
sculptures are also included.

Halite mines in this area were 
exploited as early as the 5th century.

The cathedral is within a larger Salt 
Park which also includes a Brine 
museum and museum of mining, 
mineralogy, geology and natural 
resources. 

Above: View of part of Zipaquirá Cathedral.           (John Heathcote)

The Altar of the Salt Cathedral (Zipaquirá, Colombia).
(Nidya Rincón - nidyarincon@hotmail.com Photographic Service Cathedral of Salt. 

Copyright © Catedral of Sal - Nidya Rincón, fotográfico servicio.)
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What the Papers Said - “The Colliery Guardian”
Submitted by Steve Dewhirst

The Lilleshall Company of Shiffnal, Shropshire, having 
had four or five tank engines at work for the last twelve 
years, constructed by various makers, have succeeded, as 
will be seen by the above illustration, in producing an 
engine which is especially adapted for collieries, mineral 
traffic, and contractors’ purposes; and where there are 
sharp curves and heavy gradients. It is built extra strong 
to resist the great wear and tear to which engines of this 
description are subject, and the severe strains and shocks 
which are occasioned, by the traction of heavy loads over 
uneven roads.

The cylindrical part of the boiler is ten feet in length and 
three feet in diameter, and is of 7/16 inch plates, riveted 
together, with three-quarter inch rivets. The boiler is fixed 
unusually low in the frame to avoid top weight. The outside 
fire-box is semi-cylindrical and eccentric with the boiler; it 
is of half-inch plate, and is 2.6 feet long, and 4 feet wide. 

The boiler and fire-box are covered with wood lining and a 
sheet iron case, bound with wrought-iron hoops. The inside 
fire-box is of copper; the top sides and front plate being 
quarter inch thick, and the tube plate three-quarter inch 
thick. The top of the fire-box is supported by six strong 
roof stays of flat iron; with bolts passing through the stays 
and top of box. The external and internal boxes are screwed 
together with hoops of copper studs, seven-eight inch in 
diameter 11, wire gauge next the fire-box, and 14, wire 
gauge at the smoke box end. 

The tank is semi-cylindrical, and is fitted on the back of 
the boiler, and supported on four strong wrought-iron 
brackets. The coal-box is arranged behind the driver; the 
engine has outside cylinders, thirteen inches diameter and 
twenty inches stroke; the metallic pistons, which are of very 
simple and durable construction, have two brass rings in 

each, and are self-acting by the pressure of the steam upon 
the valves. The valves work direct; and the regulator, which 
is in the smoke box, is easy of access, and can be examined 
without deranging any other part of the machine. The 
copper steam pipe passes through the entire length of the 
boiler, and being thoroughly screwed into the tube, into the 
plate of the smoke box, and into the front plate of the outer 
fire-box, it formed a good stay. The blast pipe is reduced in 
length, and a loose gland fitted in to allow the rise of the 
muzzle to be varied in order to suit the quality of the coals.

The length motion is of steel, hardened, and the arrangement 
is such as not to require balance weights, while, at the 
same time, admitting of being kept low on the bottom. 
The eccentrics are of cast iron; the hoops of brass; and 
there are four strong wrought iron wheels, three feet, nine 
inches, in diameter, hooped with low iron tyres, coupled , 
the coupling rods have brasses at each end; and the engine 
is fitted with Giffard’s injector, blow-off cocks, and all the 
usual appliances for showing the level of centre. One of the 
engines may be seen at  the Company’s works at Shiffnal.

LILLeShaLL SpeCImenS
In our impression of the 11th ult we called attention to the 
Company’s case in the eastern annexe containing specimens 
illustrative of their cold blast pig iron (and hot blast from 
the same material) castings, puddled bars, plates, malleable 
iron, and wire, made from the same.

On the same occasion we drew attention to their specimens 
of blackstone calcined, argillaceous ironstone, Randle  
furnace coal, clod furnace coal, with several other varieties; 
and it only now remains for us to wish the Company the 
success that is due to their spirited enterprise.

1st November 1862
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News Round-Up 4

Copa Hill Excavations
I was surprised to discover during the NAMHO 
Conference that to Simon Timberlake’s 2003 report on 
the excavations on Copa Hill, Cwmystwyth is still in 
print. 

If you are interested in obtaining a copy the details are:

“Excavations on Copa Hill, Cwmystwyth (1986-1999) 
An Early Bronze Age copper mine within the uplands of 
Central Wales” by Simon Timberlake with contributions 
by T. Mighall, S. Clark, A. Caseldine, N. Nayling, D.M. 
Goodburn, B. Craddock, J. Amber, A.E. Annel and R.A. 
Ixer. (British Archaeological Reports, 2003).

133 pages Includes 3 tables, 116 figures, maps, plans, 
drawings, photographs, 5 colour photographs.

ISBN 9781841714868     Price: £24

Order online from: www.barpublishing.com

Collyweston Slate Mine Re-opens 
Due to demand for the repair of historic buildings the 
Collyweston slate mine in Northamptonshire has re-
opened after being closed for over 40 years.

A second means of access has been driven and modern 
remote controlled machinery used to help abstract the 
slate. Weathering of the slate takes place at -13oC in 40ft. 
long freezers, before it is split to make individual slates.

The mine has become viable due to changes in 
regulations around listed buildings and buildings in 
conservation areas, plus the lack of reclaimed slates.

More details of the mine and the history of Collyweston 
slate can be found on the Claude Smith website:

www.claudesmith.co.uk

British Mining 107 - Mining Exploration 
During the Past 60 Years, by Tom Colman
The latest in the 
Northern Mines 
Research Society 
British Mining 
series.

Recent mineral 
exploration in 
the UK has been 
a combination 
of efforts on the 
part of mining 
and exploration 
companies, 
encouraged in 
may cases by 
UK Government 
programmes and aided by the British Geological Survey.  
The author worked for the BGS for 35 years and had 
access to many sources of information of difficult access 
to the average researcher.

The UK is perceived as a difficult country in which to 
carry out exploration, with little obvious potential.  This 
is partly due to the fragmented pattern of land ownership, 
large population and small land area which makes it 
difficult to carry out development without attracting 
attention.  However, new mining, concentration and 
exploration techniques, together with interests in 
minerals which have hitherto been regarded as of little 
value have stimulated considerable activity.  This has 
been encouraged by the large suite of minerals present in 
the UK and its mining history.

The subject is an unusual one for NMRS and will be 
of interest to researchers interested in recent aspects of 
the mining fields of the UK and to anyone who wishes 
to learn about the many difficulties encountered in 
exploring this difficult and sensitive area.

There is a brief mention on page 91 of work undertaken 
by RTZ and British Gypsum in the 1960s-70s in 
Shropshire, but the main focus is on other mineral areas 
such as the West Country, Scotland and Wales.

See the NMRS website: www.nmrs.org.uk 

Mining History & Archaeology
Leadhills Heritage Trust and Historic Environment 
Scotland are organising  a 1 day conference 10:30 
to 15:30 on 19th October at Hopetoun Arms Hotel, 
Leadhills, South Lanarkshire.

The conference theme is Mining History and 
Archaeology in Scotland towards a research strategy.

Rhosllanerchrugog’s Stiwt Clock
The “Stiwt” in Rhosllanerchrugog near Wrexham, was 
built as a Mining Institute in 1926 and the bell on the 
clock was used to wake colliers ahead of their shift at the 
Hafod mine (it is thought that a local man would knock 
on the colliers’ doors to wake them up before the Stiwt 
was built). When Hafod mine closed in 1968 the institute 
became a theatre, however the clock stopped chiming in 
2007.

To mark the 50th anniversary of the closure of the Hafod 
a fund raising appeal was started. Over £100,000 was 
raised which allowed the restoration to include the whole 
of the front of the building, not just the clock. 

On the 10th May the clock was re-started and chimed 
again at 14:00 BST.

BBC News Reports 10th May 2019

https://www.barpublishing.com/
http://www.claudesmith.co.uk/
https://www.nmrs.org.uk
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Books

Minerals of the English Midlands
By Roy Starkey

This lavishly illustrated book explores the rich mineralogical heritage of the 
Midlands, setting this into a regional, historical and economic context, and 
tracing the development of mineral exploitation from earliest times to the 
present day.

Mineral specimens from the area are recognised as being significant on 
a global scale, and are to be found in all major mineral collections, both 
within the UK and abroad. The author has been privileged to have obtained 
unprecedented access to both private and public collections, resulting in 
the inclusion of numerous, previously unpublished photographs of mineral 
specimens. The book will appeal to all those interested in the geology and 
mineralogy of the area, visitors to the Peak District National Park, mineral 
collectors, mining historians, industrial archaeologists and the general visitor 
alike.

A number of Shropshire mines and minerals feature in the book, along 
with background histories of the mines concerned, making for a fascinating 
reference to the minerals of the county.

432 pages; 943 illustrations; 1000 references; comprehensive index.
Paperback £35 plus p&p. (ISBN 978 0 9930182 3 7)

To order a copy, go to:
www.britishmineralogy.com

or email roy@britishmineralogy.com

British Mineralogy Publications, 
15 Warwick Avenue, Bromsgrove, 
Worcestershire. B60 2AH

The Archaeology of Underground Mines and 
Quarries, by John Barnatt

Underground mine and quarry workings are to be found in all counties 
in England. This little-seen world has workings that are different from 
each other in terms of what was extracted and how this was achieved. The 
archaeological evidence allows us to interpret what was being done and 
when this took place. Some places have impressive workings and these have 
such things as engine chambers, arched levels, deep shafts, underground 
canals, drainage soughs, and discarded equipment.

This book presents a detailed introduction to the underground mining and 
quarrying heritage in England. It reviews the many types of mineral and 
stone taken from the ground over several millennia and also looks at the 
wide range of archaeological remains that survive today and are accessible 
to those who venture underground. It is designed to illustrate the many and 
varied wonders to be found underground and give the reader ways forward 
should they wish to follow up their interest in particular types of extraction 
or what is present in their region.

Publisher: Historic England, 172pp
ISBN-13: 978-1848023819
Price: £24.00

Publications are available from Mike 
Moore at Club meetings, or online at

www.moorebooks.co.uk

Future Diary Dates 2020
15th to 17th May: 2nd International Early Engines Conference. Black Country Living Museum, Dudley, West 
Midlands.

“A wider view of early engines and their operating context – beyond valve gear and famous engineers”

It is intended to coincide with the BCLM’s “Red by Night” event which involves many of the museums engines 
being in steam and working into the night.

On the Friday evening delegates will travel by coach to Sandfields pumping station for a buffet dinner and talks 
about the 1873 Cornish engine and house being conserved by the Lichfield Waterworks Trust.
Full Ticket £135, Day Tickets £40/£45 and £30 (see separate booking form for details – 10% early bird discount for 
all bookings paid for before end November 2019).  More details on: www.earlyengines.org

June 18th-22nd: 12th International Mining History Conference, Sudbury, Ontario, Canada.

April 3rd-6th: NAMHO 2020 Conference “Copper Tin Gold”,  Cornwall. Aimed at an international audience, as 
was InterNAMHO 2000. Venue tba.

https://britishmineralogy.com/wordpress/
https://www.moorebooks.co.uk/
http://www.earlyengines.org/
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Videos

For more details or to order visit:
iarecordings.org

Historic Mines of spain Vol.3 coMpilation no.54
Exploring more mines of Andalucía (2 disc set)

The 11th International Mining 
History Congress was held in 
Linares, Spain in September 2016 
and widely regarded as the best ever. 
This two disc DVD set features the 
wide range of mine sites visited by 
several SCMC members during the 
week before joining the Congress 
in the West of Andalucía and 
Castilla-La Mancha, including the 
famous mining remains around Rio 
Tinto, and the sites visited in the 
Linares area during the week of the 
Congress.

If there is a “must visit” mining 
area in Spain, then Rio Tinto has 
to be it. The Rio Tinto Museum 
has attempted to preserve some 
mine buildings and headframes at 
a variety of mines. It also provides 
guided tours at the Peña del Hierro 
opencast mine, a preserved mine 
officials house in the former gated 
‘English’ community. Rail and 
mine enthusiasts can also take a 
journey down the Rio Tinto railway 
beside the deep red Rio Tinto river, 
passing buildings and slag piles from 
many eras of mineral dressing and 
smelting, plus abandoned railway 
locomotives and rolling stock.

A viewing point has also been 
created to allow you to watch 
the operations in the huge Cerro 
Colorado working opencast mine. 
A short walk from here is the 
abandoned Corta Atalaya open pit 
(once the largest in the world), now 
partially flooded, but still visible on 
one of the ledges is a large steam 
locomotive – the scale of the pit 
becomes clear as the camera zooms 
out!

At Huelva the well-preserved railway 
pier of the Rio Tinto railway is now 
a popular angling spot. On the other 

Tortilla in the Linares area. A feature 
of many of the mines is their Cornish 
engine houses, illustrating the link 
to their former British owners. 
The most complete Cornish engine 
house is probably the one high in 
the mountains at El Centenillo - to 
get heavy engine casting here must 
have been quite a feat. The Cornish 
engine houses at Pozo Ancho mark 
the site of a very succcessful mine – 
declaring over 100 annual dividends 
during its lifetime.

Several mines visited only closed 
in the late 1990s and early 2000s. 
While some equipment has been 
scrapped, there is still a lot to see, 
ranging from winding drums, cages, 
and steel headframes to dressing 
floors, ore bins and narrow gauge 
railway routes and tunnels.

A bonus trip was a visit to the vast 
excavation of Alquife opencast iron 
mine (north of Granada) which 
closed in 1996 and may re-open 
soon.

Thanks to Rob Vernon for 
researching and documenting the 
sites in the first part of this DVD 
and to him and our friends in the 
Colectivo Proyecto Arrayanes 
for organising the excellent 11th 
International Mining History 
Congress and mine visits in and 
around Linares.

Only a tiny proportion of the sites 
featured are mentioned here. The 
DVDs have illustrated menus and 
over 180 chapter points to aid 
viewing.

£ 16.80 - DVD (2 disc set)
Running Time: 2 hours 49 minutes.

Club discount available at meetings

side of the river the Scottish Tharsis 
Company also have a pier which 
was served by  La Zarza and Tharsis 
copper mines, plus other opencast 
copper mines. Several of which are 
featured on the DVDs.

Coal for the various metal mining 
enterprises came from small 
coalfields north of Cordoba. Some 
of these mines have only closed 
in the last 10 years and still retain 
their headframes and borded-up 
pithead buildings. At the picturesque 
Villanueva del Rio y Minas coal 
mine the upcast shaft is a ‘Malakoff’ 
tower style headframe – looking 
more like a German castle than a 
headframe.

A visit is made to the mercury 
mining area around Almadén, and 
the site of Spain’s first Mining 
School. This World Heritage Site has 
undergone a transformation since 
the mine closed in the 1990s. The  
Almadén mercury mine museum 
now offers excellent surface and 
underground tours of the mine, 
taking visitors 50m down a shaft for 
a ‘historical’ tour which includes 
a huge wooden underground mule 
whim. Visitors return to surface on 
a man-riding train, then are taken 
on a  tour of the mercury distillation 
plant and a museum with interactive 
‘mercury’ experiments.

During the Congress week visits 
were made to numerous lead mines 
and the smelters of La Cruz (with 
its preserved lead shot tower) and 

https://www.iarecordings.org/
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Diary DatesClub Officers

Catch us on the World Wide Web. Club activities & the labyrinth:  www.shropshirecmc.org.uk

6th to 8th September: ResCon19, BCRC Conference, Ebborways Farm, 
Pelting Rd, Priddy, BA5 3BA. Tickets Eventbrite: rescon.eventbrite.co.uk. 

14th and 15th September: Bristol Open Doors - Wild Sounds in 
Redcliffe Caves including cave tours. Adult tickets £5, Children (3 to 15) £3. 
This event is VERY popular. There are 6 bookable time slots each day - but 
many are already fully booked! Take your own torch. Bookings at:

bristolopendoors.org.uk/events/redcliffe-caves/

26th to 29th September: 13th EuroSpeleo Forum, National Education 
Centre of the Red Cross Dolni Lozen, Sofia, Bulgaria. 90 years of organized 
speleology and 45 years of cave rescue in Bulgaria. Pre-excursions with 
mountain hikes and caving trips between the 21st and 25th of September. 
Full details can be found at: esf2019.speleo-bg.org

27th to 29th September: Hidden Earth 2019. The UK’s National Caving 
Conference, Glyndwr University Wrexham. Mold Road, Wrexham, LL11 
2AW. More details on the Hidden Earth website: www.hidden.earth

5th October: Club Annual Dinner, 7pm, Lion Hotel, Shrewsbury.

6th October: 10am to 4pm. Alveley Mine 50th Commemoration, Severn 
Valley Country Park.

15th October: Underground Archaeology Talk by John Barnatt, 7:30pm, 
Peak District Lead Mining Musuem, Matlock Bath.

19th October: Mining History and Archaeology in Scotland conference. 
10:30am, Hopetoun Arms Hotel, Leadhills.

19th to 20th October: 30th BCRA Cave Science Symposium & 
BCRA AGM. British Geological Survey, De la Beche Conference Suite, 
Environmental Science Centre, Keyworth, Nottingham NG12 5GG. 
Registration will take place on Saturday (19th), a small admission charge 
will be requested to cover refreshments. A field trip to Creswell Crags lead 
by Prof. Andrew Chamberlain will take place on Sunday 20th.

25th-28th October: 35th SUICRO Symposium, Leitrim Marina Hotel, Co. 
Leitrim.

The Joys of Conference Camping ...

President: David Adams

Chair: Neal Rushton

Vice Chair: Gareth Rushton

Secretary:  Andrew Wood
scmc.secretary@factree.org.uk

Treasurer: Marian Boston

Conservation: David Poyner

NAMHO Rep: Alan Robinson

Membership Secretary:
Julian Bromhead 

scmc.membership@factree.org.uk

Tackle:  Steve Holding

Training Officer:
Andrew Wood

First Aid Officer:
Alan Moseley

Bat Officer: Mike Worsfold

‘Below’ Editor, Publications:
Kelvin Lake

scmc@factree.org.uk

Great ! But the water 
tends to pool by the ...

 What are the showers like?

... door!

http://www.shropshirecmc.org.uk/
https://rescon.eventbrite.co.uk
https://bristolopendoors.org.uk/events/redcliffe-caves/
http://
https://www.hidden.earth/

